FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Much Awaited Sequel:
ZOMBILLENIUM Vol. 4
“ROYAL WITCHCRAFT”
The action-packed spoof of horror Zombillenium finally sees its fourth volume released
after a couple year hiatus due to a feature-length movie the author was busy with! The
first 3 volumes introduced readers to the undead world of the horror theme park,
showcasing the undead, yet charming, workers that are sentenced to servitude before
being admitted to the afterlife. Demons, ghosts, witches, zombies, mummies and
vampires work hard to give the patrons of the park a good fright. But what happens
when Hell sends a consultant? The park gets to know just how hardnosed management
is. Any enterprise seeks a good return, but in souls?
In “Royal Witchcraft,” a battle royale is set up between the new demonic management
and Gretchen, Aurelian and the demoted Von Bloodt who’ve been helping the damned
of the park reconvert and escape. Management has hired a very powerful -and rather
freaky- witch for a showdown with Gretchen who now finds herself seriously out of her
league!
De Pins draws entirely in Adobe Illustrator. This is well preserved in the large 9 x 12 size
format—with art popping from the page most impishly.
NBM also takes the occasion to reissue the sold out first two volumes into a combined
omnibus type volume which is where the series will be headed. Once the 3rd and now
4th volumes sell out, only 2-chapters-in-1 volumes will be made available.
As for the movie, it’s coming over to these shores on August 27th in digital and DVD
release. See our website for more info.
Arthur de Pins lives in France and besides comics, has also worked in animation. He is
available for interviews and his English is excellent.
9x12, 48pp. full color hardcover: $16.99, ISBN 9781681122199. Publication: July 2019.
This will also be available in all e-book formats ($9.99).
If you need the previous volumes either in pdf or print, please do not hesitate to ask.
For further information, please contact our publicist, Stefan Blitz: publicity@nbmpub.com. You
can also visit our press page on our site (“For Press’ at top left home page) for downloadable
preview art, cover and more information. Please include our website address in your review.
Websites: please send us a link to your review.
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